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Improving the quality of the powder layers used in selective laser melting is a crucial step in bringing additive
manufacturing to an industrial standard process. In this work, the effect of vibrations applied to the recoating
mechanism (standard blade and roller) on the quality of the powder bed is evaluated. A numerical study using a
realistic particle model of polyamide 12 is performed to evaluate the influence of frequency and amplitude in the
porosity of the powder layer. Small frequency and amplitude, combined with small recoating velocity, lead to a
reduction in the porosity of the granular bed. Large frequency and amplitude, however, lead to a vibro-fluidized
state of the particles, loosening the granular bed and increasing the porosity. For practical applications, the
choice of frequency and amplitude must be considered in combination with a specific translational velocity of the
recoating mechanism.

1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) is a fast growing field, and is now an
important manufacturing technique in many industrial segments [1].
Feed material in powder form is molten sequentially to manufacture
parts of arbitrary complex shapes [2]. This technique, called selective
laser melting (SLM), allows to manufacture metallic and polymeric parts
[3]. However, a more extensive usage of this manufacturing technology
is still limited due to processing speed and product quality [4].
In SLM, layers of particles are deposited forming a powder bed, that
is subsequently molten layer by layer forming a rigid part. This inevi
tably links the characteristics of the powder bed with the quality of the
final manufactured part [1,5]. Understanding and controlling the
characteristics of the powder bed requires a broader understanding of
the mechanical behavior of powders deposited during the
manufacturing process [5]. Particle-based numerical simulations such as
the discrete element method (DEM) provide a detailed description of the
individual contacts [6], and are a valuable tool to predict the mechanical
behavior of powders.
DEM has been recently employed by several authors to investigate

the influence of feed material characteristics in additive manufacturing
processes [7–13]. Cohesion was quantified in terms of a dimensionless
Bond number by Ref. [8], providing metrics to quantitatively evaluate
the quality of powder layer. Their results evidenced a large influence of
cohesion on the local structure of the powder bed. DEM simulations
performed in Ref. [9] showed that decreasing particle size leads to a
significant reduction of the quality of the powder bed, as cohesive forces
dominate gravitational forces. For particle sizes smaller than 17 μm, the
powder bed formed is not suitable for subsequent laser melting.
Recently, Ref. [13] demonstrated that the shape of particles have a
significant influence in the quality of the powder bed, and that the
choice of spherically shaped particles does not always result in a more
compact powder layer. In Ref. [14], it was identified the formation of
jamming in the spreading of non-spherical particles, leading to empty
regions (holes) appearing in the granular bed under certain conditions,
which can result into serious quality problems of the produced part.
The influence of process parameters to the quality of the powder bed
is reported in Refs. [10,11,15–18]. The influence of the recoating ve
locity was investigated in Ref. [10], and packing density was reported to
reduce by more than 30% when the velocity is increased from 50 mm/s
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calculated by integrating Newton’s equation of motion. When two
particles i and j with radii Ri and Rj, respectively, they interact and are
allowed to slightly overlap. Only viscoelastic deformations are consid
ered, i.e. after separation of the contacting particles they recover their
initial shape. The particles compression ξ is written:
Fig. 1. Multisphere representation of PA12 particles. SEM images (top) were
used as templates to generate multisphere representations (bottom).

(1)

ξ = Ri + Rj − rij

where rij = ∣→
r ij ∣ is the absolute value of the particles’ inter-center vector
→
→
→
→
r = r − r . The compression causes a repulsive interaction force, F ,

to 250 mm/s. In Ref. [15] the influence of the blade shape to the quality
of the recoated powder layer was investigated, and an optimal blade
shape was proposed. In Ref. [16] DEM simulations using realistically
shaped model of particles of polyamide 12 (PA 12) were performed,
using different recoating velocities. The powder bed roughness was
evaluated and found to depend on the translational velocity of the
recoating mechanism.
In addition to the aforementioned process and material parameters
investigated, vibrations are known to largely influence the packing
density of granular materials [19] in many cases. However, despite of
the many different studies evaluating influences of material and/or
process parameters, by now the influence of vibrations in the quality of
the recoated layer in additive manufacturing was not systematically
studied and quantified, neither experimentally nor simulative.
In this work we investigate the role of vibrations applied to the
recoating mechanism, as a potential alternative to improve the quality of
the powder layer. To our knowledge this is the first study where vibra
tions of the recoating mechanism are systematic investigated in additive
manufacturing processes. To this end, images of PA 12 particles were
used as templates to generate multisphere representations of the original
PA 12 particles. The multisphere particles were then used for the DEM
simulations. After proper calibration of the numerical method, we per
formed a parametric study using a roller and a standard blade as powder
spreading tool. Recoating velocity, vibrating frequency and amplitude
are varied. The porosity of the granular bed is calculated and compared
to the case where no vibrating mechanism is used. A reduction in the
porosity of the powder bed is desired, and used as indicative of its
quality.

ij

j

i

→
which is decomposed into a normal component Fn in direction of ên =
→
→
r ij ∕∣→
r ij ∣ and a tangential component Ft perpendicular to ên :
→ ̅→ →
F = Fn + F t

(2)

̅→ (→ )
Fn = F ⋅ên ên = Fn ên

(3)

→ → ̅→
Ft = F − Fn = Ft êt

(4)

For viscoelastic particles, the normal component reads:
√̅̅̅
3
Fn = ρξ3∕2 + An ρξ̇ ξ
2

(5)

with

ρ=

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2Y Reff
3(1 − ν2 )

(6)

where Y and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively,
and the effective radius is obtained from Reff = RiRj∕(Ri + Rj). The
dissipative parameter, An, depends on the material viscosities [25], and
can be determined provided the coefficient of restitution for a particular
collision is known [26]. See Refs. [16,27] for detailed description of the
→
calculation method used in our simulations. The tangential force, F t ,
leads to a torque applying to particles i and j and is, therefore, related to
their rotational motion. To obtain this tangential force, we apply the
model by Cundall and Strack [28], where static and dynamic friction are
modeled by means of an imaginary spring [29,30]. This spring, created
at the time tc when the particles get in contact, has an initial length zero.
Its elongation is obtained from:
∫t
Zt =
vtrel (t′ )dt′
(7)

2. Multisphere method
The complex shapes of the PA 12 particles are modeled by means of
the multisphere method, where particles of arbitrary shape are repre
sented by attaching multiple overlapping spheres forming a single body,
and was firstly described by Gallas and Sokolowski, and Pöschel and
Buchholtz [20,21]. This method is computationally efficient for the
detection of collisions. However, the number of spheres and their spatial
distribution have to be properly chosen to represent the original particle
shape.
Different approaches have been proposed to represent the particle
shape by means of the multisphere method [13,22–24]. Here we adop
ted the particle model reconstructed based on scanning electron mi
croscope (SEM) images from PA12, using the method described in
Ref. [13]. The SEM images of PA 12, and their respective multisphere
reconstruction, are shown in Fig. 1. These 10 multisphere particles are
used in all our simulations, and correspond to the model S4 from our
previous study [13].
The translational and rotational motion of the multisphere particles
are dictated by the forces on the constituent spheres – gravity, forces
between particles and forces between particles and walls. Therefore,
moments of inertia and center of mass of the multisphere particle have
are obtained in the beginning of the simulation using a Monte Carlo
integration scheme.

tc

]
[
where vtrel ≡ êt ⋅ →
r˙ij + ên × (Ri →
ωi + Rj →
ωj ) is the tangential component of
the relative velocity at the contact point, and →
ω and →
ω are the angular
i

j

velocities of particles i and j, respectively. The tangential component of
the interaction force is then given by the restoring force of the spring:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ft = − sign(vtrel )⋅∣kt Zt + At Reff ξ vtrel ∣
(8)

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
where kt = 4G Reff ξ∕(2 − ν) is the tangential elastic parameter, At
2
= AnY∕(1 − ν ) is the tangential dissipative parameter and characterizes
the surface roughness of the particles. See Refs. [16,27] for detailed
discussion of the tangential parameters. The coefficient of friction μs is
the upper limit of the tangential force through the Coulomb criterion
→
→
F t ≤ μs F n .
In addition to viscoelastic forces, adhesive forces are considered by
means of the JKR model (after Johnson, Kendall and Roberts) and nonbonded van-der-Waals forces. The JKR model is given in the form:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
πa3 γY
→
ên
F JKR = 4
(9)
2(1 − ν2 )

2.1. Simulation method

where γ is the surface energy density and a is the contact radius.

In DEM, the evolution of particles’ positions and velocities is
2
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Moreover, non-bonded van-der-Waals force is given by:
⎧ [4π R γ]→
⎫
if
ξ>0
en
eff
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
]
⎬
⎨[
→
4πReff γ D2min →
F vdW =
en if − Dmax ≤ ξ ≤ 0
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ (ξ − Dmin )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0
if
ξ < − Dmax
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(10)

with Dmin = 1.65 Å; being a parameter introduced to avoid the singu
larity of the van der Waals equation, and Dmax = 1 μm is the maximal
(cutoff) distance. Further details of the JKR and van-der-Waals models
are described in Ref. [16], and fully adopted in simulations presented in
Ref. [13]. The validation of the surface forces are provided in Ref. [27].
Two different powder spreading tools, a blade and a roller, were used
in this investigation. The simulation domain and the respective powder
spreading tools are shown in Fig. 2. In addition to translation, the roller
has also a constant counter-clock rotation of 165 rpm. This rotation is
kept constant, as it was found to have no significant influence in pre
vious study [31].

Fig. 3. Details of the regions where porosity is evaluated (red boxes). Bottom:
details of the part region and its dimensions. (For interpretation of the refer
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

The porosity is calculated in two distinct regions: on the top of the
powder bed and on the top of the part. For the powder bed region
measurement, particles deposited 1.5 mm (x-direction) after the reser
voir and 1 mm before the part were used – refer to Fig. 2 for axis
reference. For the porosity calculations on the part region, particles
deposited immediately on top of the part were considered. An exemplary
simulation indicating (red box) the particles that were collected for the
porosity calculation is shown in Fig. 3. The part, also shown in details in
Fig. 3, is modeled as a rigid single particle, with the same mechanical
properties as the powder properties, except that mass of the particle
representing the part is infinite to keep it static. This approach is a
simplification of the real molten region, which has time-dependent
thermo-mechanical properties. Therefore, we perform porosity mea
surements over both the granular bed and the molten region, to obtain
information of the effect of vibration in the quality of the powder layer
deposited over different surfaces.
The particle size distribution adopted in the simulations was
measured experimentally from a sample of PA12 powder and is shown in
Fig. 5. The powder consists of 10 different shapes shown in Fig. 1. Each
of these particles follow the aforementioned size distribution. In total,
128 simulations were performed in this parametric study (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Simulation setup used in the numerical simulations, indicating the main
regions and dimensions of the simulation domain. Red boxes indicate the
powder bed region where porosity is evaluated after the layer is recoated.
Porosity is additionally evaluated on the top of the part. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the simulation in different positions during the recoating
process. On the top, the blade case is shown. On the bottom, the roller case
is depicted.
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Table 1
Numerical values used in the contact models for the DEM simulations.

cumulative size distribution Q 3 [%]

100

80

60

Value

Particle density
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Coefficient of Coulomb friction
Surface energy density

1000 kg/m3
5 × 107 Pa
0.4
0.5
0.1 mJ/m2

40
with experimental measurements of 32.1 ± 1.5◦ for virgin PA 12, pro
vided in Ref. [32]. The numerical values of the parameters used in the
simulations are described in Table 1. The Young’s modulus used in the
simulations was reduced by two orders of magnitude from the real value
to reduce the computational time required for the DEM simulations. This
practice has no significant effect on the DEM results [34]. The time step
used during the simulations is 10− 8 s. The surface energy is reduced by
two orders of magnitude, in order to keep the resulting pull-off force
constant. We roughly characterized the cohesive forces of a 50 μm
equivalent volume sphere and compared it to the gravitational forces.
Adhesive force are about 50 times smaller than gravitational force, for
this specific case. For the smallest particles, this ratio reduces to 2 times
smaller than the gravitational forces. Given its angle of repose, PA 12
can be considered as free flowing according to the Carr classification
[35]. The equations used for calculating the interaction forces between
particles are the same used to model collisions between particles and
frictional walls. Therefore, the same coefficient of Coulomb friction, as
well as surface energy density, is used for particle-particle and
particle-wall interactions. A more extensive discussion is provided in
Ref. [16].
The numerical simulations were validated using measurements of
the surface roughness of PA12 2200 powder in our previous study [13].
Images of the experimental measurement, as well as the details of the
model are provided in Ref. [13]. On the numerical side, the surface
roughness was evaluated by calculating the standard deviation of the
powder height (free-surface) profile. The surface roughness is calculated
based on the definitions of Ra and Rq. Rq is defined as the standard
deviation of this profile, and Ra is the arithmetic average. Details of
these numerical results are also presented in Ref. [13]. We obtained
Ra = (9.53 ± 0.81) μm and Rq = (10.92 ± 1.01) μm for the numerical
result. For the experimental measurements, we obtained Ra =
(8.10 ± 1.83)μm and Rq = (10.20 ± 2.56) μm.

20

0
0

20

40
60
particle size [µm]

80

100

Fig. 5. Cumulative size distribution measured experimentally and used in the
numerical simulations.

3. Numerical calibration and experimental validations
The parameters were calibrated to reproduce the mechanical prop
erties of virgin PA12 2200 [32]. For this task, the coefficient of Coulomb
friction was adjusted to reproduce the static angle of repose PA12 2200.
Numerical simulations follow the experiment described in the norm DIN
ISO 4324 [33], which provides a route to measure the angle of repose.
The experimental setup was down-scaled by a factor of 10, while particle
size remained unchanged. Additionally, we checked the results for a
down-scaling factor of 5 and 20 to ensure no influence of the funnel
scale. The sensitivity of the angle of repose to the coefficient of static
friction is shown in Fig. 6. The numerical angle of repose was found
31.25 ± 1.22◦ for Coulomb friction 0.5, which is in good agreement

34
32
angle of repose [ ° ]

Parameter

30
3.1. Effect of vibrations on the porosity of the powder bed – blade

28

In this section, we analyze the influence of vibrations applied to a
blade on the powder bed. In Fig. 7, results of the parametric study using
recoating velocities from 100 mm/s to 250 mm/s are shown. In all cases,
the blade is set to deposit a layer of powder with 120 μm thickness.
For recoating velocity 100 mm/s, as shown in Fig. 7, large frequency
(1000 Hz) combined with intermediate amplitude (10 μm) resulted in
significant improvement of the powder bed density, reducing the
porosity from 0.446 to 0.387 (reduction by 13.2%). For large amplitude,
however, no significant change in the porosity could be noticed. This
indicates an optimum between 10 and 20 μm for the amplitude.
Increasing the vibration energy beyond the optimum disturbs the pow
der layer, loosening the granular bed, as seen for 1000 Hz and 20 μm.
This estimate follows also for recoating velocity 150 mm/s, where the
granular bed is strongly disturbed for large frequencies and amplitudes.
The porosity was increased from 0.449 to 0.543 (20.9%) for 1000 Hz
and 20 μm.

26
24
22
0.2

Fig. 6. Angle of
Coulomb friction.

0.3
repose

0.4
0.5
static friction [ ]
obtained

for

the

0.6
different

0.7
coefficient

of
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0.55

100 Hz
250 Hz
500 Hz
1000 Hz

0.5

100 mm/ s

150 mm/s

porosity [ ]

0.45
0.4
200 mm/s

250 mm/s

0.6

0.55

0.5
5

10

15

20
5
amplitude [µm]

10

15

20

Fig. 7. Porosity of granular layer obtained for different amplitudes (x-axis) and frequencies. The powder spreading tool is a blade, operating with a translational
velocity from 100 mm/s (top left) to 250 mm/s (bottom right). The dashed line indicates the reference case where no vibration was applied. The porosity was
measured on the powder recoated on the top of the granular bed.

The increase of porosity for large amplitude and frequency can be
explained by a combination of two factors. First, for large frequency and
amplitude, the particles on the powder layer enter in a vibro-fluidized,
and consequently loose, state. These particles are easier to be carried
by the shear forces applied by the translational motion of the blade,
which is the second influencing factor. At recoating velocities 200 mm/s
and 250 mm/s, small frequency combined with small amplitude appear
to have a beneficial effect on the powder bed, as seen in Fig. 7 for
recoating velocities 200 and 250 mm/s, while large frequency and
amplitude lead to an increase in porosity. Here we can attribute again
the combined effect of vibro-fluidized particles with shear forces of the
translational motion of the blade as the cause for the increase of the
porosity.
Specifically in subplot 200 mm/s of Fig. 7, we noticed a positive –
negative – positive slope in the porosity values. This was not seen for
other recoating velocities shown in Fig. 7. We could not find a conclusive
explanation for this, but we suspect that the compressive effect of the
blade vibrating at an amplitude of 5 μm is less relevant than the increase
in shear forces due to the compression (see Fig. 10 for discussion of this
effect). This leads to a loosening of the packing bed at this specific
amplitude. For other amplitudes, this imbalance of stresses seem to have
the opposite effect.
To analyze the aforementioned vibro-fluidized effect qualitatively,
simulations of the best and worst cases for recoating velocities 100 mm/
s and 150 mm/s are shown in Fig. 9, with particles colored according to
their vertical velocity. When observing the bottom image, a larger
amount of particles can be seen in a suspended state (large vertical ve
locity) compared to the top image in Fig. 9. This indicates an effect of
loosening of the powder layer due to vibrations beyond an optimal
amplitude and frequency. We proceed with a quantitative analysis of the

vibro-fluidization effect on the granular bed. To this end, the percentage
of particles with an absolute velocity larger than 0.05 m/s to the total
number of particles was calculated. For recoating velocity 250 mm/s,
frequency 100 Hz and amplitude 2.5 μm, 3.7% of the particles had an
absolute vertical velocity larger than 0.05 m/s. This is shown in Fig. 8c).
For frequency 1000 Hz and amplitude 20 μm, 11.8% of the particles
conform to the aforementioned condition. This is shown in Fig. 8d).

Fig. 8. Recoating of particles using the blade as spreading tool (a). In (b), the
region below the blade corresponding to the deposited layer is isolated from the
other particles. In (c) only particles with absolute vertical velocity larger than
0.05 m/s are shown for recoating velocity 250 mm/s, frequency 100 Hz and
amplitude 2.5 μm. In (d), particles in the aforementioned condition are shown
for the case where the recoating velocity 250 mm/s, frequency 1000 Hz and
amplitude 20 μm are used.
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Fig. 11. Blade operating at 250 mm/s. Left: frequency 100 Hz and amplitude
5 μm. Right: frequency 1000 Hz and amplitude 20 μm. The red boxes highlight
the regions were porosity values were computed. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

We additionally analyze if mass flowing from the bulk of particles
transported by the blade (in front of the blade) into the region of actual
deposition (below the blade) differs for the different frequencies and
amplitudes used in this study. To verify this, the porosity of the region
highlighted in red in Fig. 11 was calculated for 3 consecutive steps. We
found a porosity of 0.3838 ± 0.0007 for the case with recoating velocity
250 mm/s, frequency 100 Hz and amplitude 5 μm. For the case with
recoating velocity 250 mm/s, frequency 1000 Hz and amplitude 20 μm
the porosity found was 0.3826 ± 0.001. Therefore, the porosity of par
ticles close to the front of the blade does not show a dependency on the
vibration frequency and amplitude.
Values of porosity measured on the top of the part are shown in
Fig. 12. In general, we observe similar behavior to the powder recoated
on the powder bed. For small recoating velocity, frequency 1000 Hz and
small amplitude (smaller than 5 μm in this case, compared to 10 μm for
the powder bed measurements) lead to a non negligible increase of the
porosity. However, the decrease of the porosity is not so prominent
when computed above the rigid part as when computed above the
powder bed. In the latter case, the blade promotes a compaction not only
of the layer being deposited, but also of the particles already resting on
the powder bed region. In the former cases, this compaction is limited to
the powder layer being deposited above the rigid part only. To visualize
this, we compare the recoating process in two distinct steps: when the
blade vibrates on the top of the granular bed and when the blade vi
brates on the top of the part. This is shown in Fig. 13, and it is notable the
motion of the particles on the bottom region of the granular bed.
For larger recoating velocitiy, we noticed a decrease in porosity for
small frequencies (below 250 Hz) and intermediate amplitude (below
10 μm), similar to the recoating on the top of the powder bed. The
decrease of porosity is, however, clearly smaller when the powder is
recoated on the top of the part, due to the reasons previously discussed.

Fig. 9. Sequential snapshots of recoating blade vibrating at frequency 1000 Hz.
Top images are snapshots using the recoating velocity 100 mm/s and amplitude
10 μm. In the bottom, the recoating velocity 150 mm/s and amplitude 20 μm is
used. Particles are colored according to their vertical velocity. (For interpre
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

The shearing forces for best and worst cases of recoating velocities
200 mm and 250 mm/s are plotted in Fig. 10. As shear stress itself does
not have a direct meaning for our reduced model, we normalized the
values by the values of the reference case (no vibration) for 200 and
250 mm/s. In Fig. 10, the normalized shear stress is plotted for multiple
positions of the recoating blade. Here we notice that the amplitude of the
shear force is mostly above 5 times the value of the reference case in
worst case, with a peak of more than 30 times. For best case the values
are mostly below 3 times the shear of the reference case, with a peak of
about 7 times.

shear stress / shear stress base case [ ]

30

250 mm/s; 100 Hz; 5
m
250 mm/s; 1000 Hz; 20
m
200 mm/s; 250 Hz; 2.5
m
200 mm/s; 1000 Hz; 20
m

25
20
15

3.2. Effect of vibrations on the porosity of the powder bed – roller

10

In this section, the influence of vibrations in the recoating mecha
nism using a roller as powder spreading tool is investigated. This
mechanism has a smaller contact area compared to the blade, reducing
the shear effects discussed in the previous section. However, a decrease
of the porosity was only noticed for cases when a recoating velocity
100 mm/s was used, combined with frequencies above 500 Hz – see
Fig. 14. Vibrations increased the porosity of the recoated layer in all
cases for recoating velocities above 150 mm/s.
This increase in porosity was at first surprising, but after analyzing
the powder bed in detail we noticed an artifact of the roller geometry
largely influencing the powder bed. The roller creates artificial

5
0
0

1

2

3
4
distance [m]

5

6

7
10

-4

Fig. 10. Normalized shear stress for best and worst cases using a recoating
velocity of 200 and 250 mm/s and a blade as recoating mechanism. Values
were collected in different sequential positions of the recoating blade.
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0.6
100 Hz
250 Hz
500 Hz
1000 Hz

0.55
0.5

100 mm/ s

150 mm/s

porosity [ ]

0.45
0.4
200 mm/s

0.7

250 mm/s

0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
5

10

15

20
5
amplitude [µm]

10

15

20

Fig. 12. Porosity of the granular layer obtained for different amplitudes (x-axis) and frequencies. The powder spreading tool is a blade, operating with a translational
velocity from 100 mm/s (top left) to 250 mm/s (bottom right). The dashed lines indicate the reference case (no vibration). The porosity was measured on the top of
the part.

bumpiness onto the powder bed, which significantly increases the
porosity of the powder layer and suppress any beneficial effect of the
vibrations. This process can be interpreted as an indentation of the
granular media. We analyzed the distance between the bumps, and this
distance Db is periodic and the product of the oscillation period with the
recoating velocity. These bumps could be identified only for Db
> 0.6 mm. We analyzed only situations with amplitude 20 μm. For the
other cases, it was hard to distinguish bumps from surface roughness.
See details of the periodic bumps in Fig. 15.
This minimum distance between bumps can be correlated to the
radius of contact area of the roller (cylinder) with the granular bed. A
sketch can be seen in Fig. 16. The radius of contact area, is related to the
radius of the indenter (roller) in the form [36]

a2 = 2c2 hR
Fig. 13. Compression of the granular bed due to the blade vibration. Top:
vertical motion of the particles can be seen in the deep layers of the granular
bed (see black boxes). Bottom: this compaction is limited to the recoated layer
above the rigid part.

(11)

where a is the radius of the contact area, h is the depth of the
indentation, or in our case, the amplitude of the vibration, and R is the
radius of the roller (1.5 mm). The radius of contact area, a, was
measured from the simulations and found to be 0.25 mm. From the
equation above, we obtain c2 = 1.04. This is in agreement with the
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0.5

100 Hz
250 Hz
500 Hz
1000 Hz

porosity [ ]

0.45

100 mm/ s

150 mm/s

0.4
200 mm/s

0.7

250 mm/s

0.6

0.5

5

10

15

20
5
amplitude [µm]

10

15

20

Fig. 14. Porosity of the granular layer obtained for different amplitude (x-axis) and frequency. The powder spreading tool is a roller, operating at a translational
velocity from 100 mm/s (top left) to 250 mm/s (bottom right). The dashed lines indicate cases where no vibration was used. The porosity was measured above the
granular bed.

indentation of materials that pile up around the indenter, where c2 > 1 is
expected [36]. Therefore, surface indentation seems to appear for Db
> 2a, which explains also why no indentation is seen for the blade. The
region of the blade in contact with the particles is flat and has a length of
3.0 mm, that is larger than the maximum Db = 2.5 mm.
The shear forces of best and worst case scenario for 200 mm/s and
250 mm/s were verified. As for the case using a blade, shear forces were
normalized by the values of the reference case (no vibration). This is
shown in Fig. 17. The shear force does not exceed 2 times the value of
the reference case in any scenario, which indicates that shear forces do
not have a direct influence on the quality of the powder layer. As pre
viously stated, this can be attributed to the geometric features of the
roller.
Analyzing the deposition on the top of the part, we could not identify
a well defined systematic behavior (see Fig. 18). For recoating velocity
100 mm/s, small frequencies (below 250 Hz) and amplitudes (below
5 μm) were found to reduce the porosity. For velocity 150 mm/s, the
largest reduction in porosity was noticed for frequency 1000 Hz and
amplitude 10 μm. For 200 mm/s, we see again small frequency (below
250 Hz) and amplitude below 5 μm reducing the porosity. In this case,
however, frequency 1000 Hz have also a positive influence. For
recoating velocity 250 mm/s, the largest reduction in porosity was
observed for frequency 1000 Hz and amplitude 20 μm. This behavior
can be explained by the aforementioned surface indentation. Here, as
the region we collect porosity information is relatively small (the part
has only 1.3 mm length), some combinations of frequency/velocities
have the positive effect of compaction, without the negative effect of
indentation from the roller.

Fig. 15. Problem of formation of bumps on the surface of the powder bed. (a)
three snapshots in different stages of the recoating process showing the for
mation of the bumps. (b) a recoating velocity 250 mm/s, frequency 100 Hz and
amplitude 20 μm was used. (c) a recoating velocity 100 mm/s, frequency
100 Hz and amplitude 20 μm was used. Db is 2.5 mm and 1.0 mm for cases (b)
and (c), respectively. The particles marked in dark blue indicate a region be
tween the periodic bump, and correspond to Db. (d) a recoating velocity
100 mm/s, frequency 250 Hz and amplitude 20 μm. No bump could be iden
tified in this case. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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measured on the powder bed was reduced by 13.2% for recoating
velocitiy 100 mm/s using the blade as powder spreading tool. On the
other hand, large frequency and large amplitude lead to a loosening of
the granular bed and an increase of the porosity – up 20.9% for blade at
150 mm/s, measured above the powder bed.
The gain for small recoating velocity is substantial, and cannot be
ignored. There is, however, no general vibration and amplitude that
could be used to all cases, this depends on the velocity and recoating
mechanism used. Large recoating velocities, small frequency
(100–250 Hz) combined with small amplitude (up to 5 μm) and blade as
spreading tool, reduce the porosity of the recoated layer independent of
where porosity was measured. A very significant finding of this study is
the possibility of partially mitigate the negative effects that increasing
the recoating velocity has on the powder layer, by using vibratory blades
operating at small frequency and small amplitude. This option should be
further explored when proposing additive manufacturing systems
operating at large deposition velocity.
We could identify and characterize an indentation process caused by
the geometry of the roller. Bumps emerge on the surface of the powder
bed for distance between bumps larger that twice the radius of the
contact area. This finding can help to design spreading tools, in partic
ular if vibrations are involved. Despite of the negative effect of the roller
geometry, with the arising of bumpiness onto the surface of the powder
bed, vibrations may reduce the porosity of the powder bed if a proper
recoating velocity and vibration frequency is chosen – as seen in Fig. 15.
Additionally, the standard blade has a larger projected area, due to its
larger length, which in many cases result in the same particles being
compressed more than once by the blade during the recoating process.
This is, however, not the case when the roller is used. Care should be
taken, however, as our roller is a scaled-down model of a real roller and,
as demonstrated here, the choice of an appropriate vibration frequency
is associated with the shape and the size of the roller. Furthermore, the
positive compaction noticed when porosity was measure on the top of
the part could be unrealistic, due to the relative small length of the re
gion used to calculate the porosity.
It was shown that particles enter a vibro-fluidized state when large
frequency and amplitude are applied, which ultimately lead to a loose
and porous granular bed. This effect curbs the possibility of reducing the
porosity further. However, it is known that the vibrational energy
necessary to detach aggregates is directly related to cohesion forces
[37]. Therefore, operational conditions of vibrating recoating mecha
nism could be tailored in future according to material characteristics, in
particular cohesion.
In general, vibrations applied to the recoating mechanism demon
strated a substantial potential to decrease the porosity of recoated layer
and cannot be neglected. A proper combination of the vibration fre
quency, the amplitude, the spreading tool design and the recoating ve
locity should be used to obtain the optimal effects of the vibrations.
Future studies could explore even larger frequencies (more than
1000 Hz) in combination with larger recoating velocities. Experimental
investigations and validations using vibratory mechanism should be
explored in the future. Furthermore, the incorporation of a molten re
gion with time-dependent thermo-mechanical properties in the simula
tions, will help determine an optimal vibration protocol.

Fig. 16. Simulation indicating the radius of the contact area, a, and the depth
of roller penetration on the powder bed, h. In red are marked the particles
above the original height (above the penetration of the blade). (For interpre
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. Normalized shear stress for best and worst cases using recoating ve
locities 200 and 250 mm/s and roller as recoating mechanism. Values were
collected in different sequential positions of the recoating blade. Note that the
scale of the vertical axis is half of that from Fig. 10, for better visualization.

4. Conclusions
Our results suggest that using large frequency and moderate ampli
tude (up to 10 μm) reduces the porosity of the deposited layer when
powder is recoated at translational velocity less than 150 mm/s. These
operational conditions have positive effects for roller and blade, inde
pendent of where porosity was measured. In the best case, porosity
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Fig. 18. Porosity of the granular layer obtained for different amplitudes (horizontal axis) and frequencies. The powder spreading tool is a roller, operating with a
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above the part.
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